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What’s New in Version 14 of ASPEN OneLiner/ Power Flow 

The following are the new features in version 14 of ASPEN OneLiner/Power Flow. 

1. Sharper and more vivid graphics on Windows 10. 

2. New command to plot the PRC-026 unstable power-swing limits.  In the Distance 

Relay Window R-X diagram the limits have a “butterfly” shape. In the Overcurrent 

relay window, the limit is a vertical line.  Calculation details are in the TTY Window. 

  

3. New option in the Faults | Bus Fault Summary command to compute deviation 

in fault currents from a base-line case, per PRC-027. 

 

4. Improved commands for checking line and transformer loadability per PRC-

023-3.  The new command now works on relays on transformers as well as lines. The 

command checks ground distance relay types that have the phase protection function 

built-in, such as 7SA522_ type and others. The command report now shows relay 

pickup threshold in both amps and ohms. 

5. A new graphical interface for viewing and specifying primary-backup pairs. 

 

6. New model for line differential relays: This new model lets you simulate differential 

protection of 2- and 3-terminal lines in faults and stepped-event simulations. 

7. New model for over/under-voltage protection device: This new model lets you 

simulate over- and under-voltage protection in faults and stepped-event simulations. 
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8. New Voltage Controlled Current Source model for modeling devices whose 

current output is a function of the terminal voltage.  These devices include VSC 

(voltage source converters) and advanced generation/storage devices that interface 

with the utility network through an ac/dc or a back-to-back converter. 

9. New commands to plot the limit of generator-relay loadability per PRC-025-1, 

in the DS Relays Window and OC Curves Window.  The limit in the DS Relays 

Window is a slanted dotted line.  The limit in the OC Curves Window is a vertical 

line similar to that for PRC-26.  The command also checks the settings of voltage-

controlled and -restrained relays. 

 

10. Enhancements in overcurrent phase and ground relay model: The program gives 

you the option of using SEL directional-element logic for the directional elements. 

Additionally, you can enter different time multiplier and adder for the inverse-time 

unit and for the definite-time unit. 

11. A new Line-Fault Summary command for calculating relay currents and voltages 

that are required for relay settings calculation and coordination in transmission-line 

protection studies.  The output includes breaker failure cases. 

 

12. An improved fault-location command that has the ability to read fault event 

recording files in COMTRADE and SEL event-file formats.  Tests with actual 

fault recordings from a large utility show that the new algorithm works well even 

when the fault impedance is not zero. 

13. New command to create network model for a specific study date.  You can 

specify a study date and save a new OLR file, in which the in/out-of-service status of 

all the network elements is valid for that date. 

14. Ability to store long “Asset ID” for relays.  This identifier is designed to link 

OneLiner’s relay object to external relay databases. 
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15. A new window that displays a time-distance diagram for visualizing 

transmission-line protection coordination.  Both overcurrent and distance relay 

response (in seconds or cycles) can be plotted as a function of electrical distance 

from different relays in the diagram. 

 

16. New “in-service” and “out-of-service” dates for all network objects.   

17. New View | Tags command: This command displays on the one-line diagram tag 

strings that are assigned to each network component. 

18. A new Tag Browser command to help you manage tags and their components, 

including the ability to change the “in-service” and “out-of-service” dates for 

multiple components.  Most of the menu commands for tags have been moved to 

this browser. We anticipate that most users will use tags, in conjunction with in/out 

service dates, to manage network objects that are being retired, being built, or being 

taken out of service for maintenance. 

19. Enhancements in the Fault | Solution Report command: You can select fault 

cases to include in the report. Also the command has a new option to report 

monitored relay voltage and current quantities.  

20. Consolidate a number of Options dialog boxes into a single tabbed dialog box 

under the File | Preferences command. This new command replaces the prior 

options dialog boxes for Network, Diagram, Relay, Fault, and X/R Ratio. 

21. Tracking network changes.  The program maintains a journal that shows the 

following information for each network and relay object that was changed: the object 

type and identifier, the Windows login ID of the user who made the change, the 

computer name, and a time stamp.  Use File | Info | Journal Report to review the 

journal.  The report is a CSV file. 

22. Enhancements in ANSI X/R calculation: You now have the option to enter typical 

X/R value of reactors.  

23. Allow user input for switch resistance.  Prior to version 14, the resistance of 

switches is assumed to be zero, which can affect numerical results of resistance-only 

network in ANSI X/R calculation. 

24. Allow parallel switches:  A new circuit-ID field is added to help tell them apart. 
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25. New “normally state” flag for switches and a new command to toggle all 

switches to their normal sate. 

26. Enhanced phasor probe panel: In additional to the new graphical look, the phasor 

diagram has the ability to superimpose user-defined markers on phasor of short-

circuit voltage and current solution. You can send phasor quantities in real time to a 

spreadsheet, where additional custom analysis of the short-circuit solution can be 

carried out.  

 

27. Command for saving and loading breaker-rating settings to and from disk file: 

This command helps you make sure that the same set of options is in use when 

running breaker-rating study cases. 

28. Improved solution speed using parallel processing.  The improvement is most 

noticeable in cases that have large number of mutual-coupled pairs. In those cases, 

the program may simulate intermediate, line-end and line-out faults 2.5 times as fast 

as before. 

29. Improved solution speed for cases with large number of current-limited 

generators for wind and solar plants. 

30. New manufacturer specific DS relay types: Distance relay type PCS902__ for Nari 

PCS902 relay model and C101__ for Sifang C101 relay model. 

31. PowerCalc worksheet template library: You can save PowerCalc worksheets that 

contain some calculation logic as a template in the program library folder. When 

adding new PowerCalc worksheet you can select from the library a template that 

matches the task at hand. 

32. Enhancements in Acquire Graphic from Another File command: You now have 

ability to use the mouse to move the entire updated one-line diagram to a desired 

position before making it permanent. 

33. New options in the Create Relay Test File command: You can make some new 

selections for a relay test file: phasor angle reference and phase rotation, 3Io 

quantities, and separate output waveforms for bus- and line-side voltages. 

34. 3-Terminal tap bus attribute: Turn on this flag for the center bus of a 3-terminal 

line.  This attribute allows existing and future program commands to identify 3-

terminal lines and to find their line terminals more easily. 

35. Enhancements in the Data Browser: The distance relay data tables include columns 

for relay zone reach and delay settings.  The overcurrent phase relay data table now 

includes settings of voltage-restrained and -controlled relays. 

36. Option to display the four ratings for transmission lines in MVA (instead of 

amps) in the line properties dialog box.  You can make this selection in the 

Network tab of the File | Preferences command. 

37. New data fields for MVA ratings of phase shifters: The phase shifters’ MVA 

rating is used in the Relay | Check Relay Loadability command. 
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38. Enhanced View | Go to End bus command: When executed on a line with tap 

buses, the command shows a graphical representation of all real and tap buses to 

allow user to pick the desired go-to bus. 

 

39. A new option to start the plot in the OC Curves Window at 100 amps.  We 

implemented this in anticipation of the need to plot generator relay curves for PRC-

025-1 compliance. 

40. Breaker rating configuration file: User can now save to, and load from, disk file 

that contains all breaker rating options plus fault and network simulation options that 

the program utilizes in breaker rating studies.  

41. Enhancements in PowerScript’s data access, functions, and commands: These 

include (a) data access to line differential relays and voltage relays, voltage 

controlled current sources, logic schemes and breakers, (b) function to run breaker 

rating study, (c) function to show system file dialog box, (d) command to perform 

fault simulation with breaker failure simulation, and (e) command to perform fault 

simulation with outage lines grounded at both ends. 

42. Updated recommendations on the negative-sequence impedance of solar plants 

and type-4 wind plants. Please see notes at the end of Section 4.10 of the on-line 

help. 

43. New applications notes on “working with mutli-section lines” in Section 8.9 of 

the on-line help. 
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Installing ASPEN OneLiner/Power Flow Version 14 

Please follow these instructions to install OneLiner/Power Flow Version 14 on your PC: 

1. Backup your data, just in case. 

2. Run d:\1LPF\setup, assuming d: is the CD drive on your PC.  Windows administrative 

privilege is required. 

The setup program will create a directory on your hard disk and copy the program files there. 

The program directory is c:\Program Files\ASPEN\ 1LPFv14 by default.  

The setup program also creates a folder named “ASPEN OneLiner v14” under Windows’ 

Start | All Programs menu.  Within this folder are icons for running OneLiner, the 

Overcurrent Curve Editor, the Case Comparison Program and other auxiliary programs. 

 

Version 14 Installation Questions and Answers 

Q: Does OneLiner/Power Flow v14 work under Windows 10? 

A: Yes.  There are no known problems. 

Q: OneLiner v14 complains that the key cannot be found when I start up the program 

under network access. I didn’t have this problem with version 12. 

A: Your network-key initialization file needs to be copied to the new program directory.  More 

specifically, copy the file NETHASP.INI from the v12 program folder (usually c:\Program 

File\ASPEN1LPFv12) to the v14 program folder (c:\Program Files\ASPEN\ 1LPFv14). 

Q: In the Configuration Program, what is the “Network access to HL-Net key’s Sentinel 

Sector” option? 

A: This new method of hosting network keys lets you customize and monitor the network-key 

connection through a web browser. This new method does not require the use of a “service”.  

Please contact ASPEN tech support (support@aspeninc.com) if you are having trouble with 

the current network-license manager and wish to try this alternative approach.  To make the 

new system work, we will have to exchange your network key with a new one. 

Q: In the Configuration Program, what is the “Network access to software SL key” option? 

A: Under this option, a software key is used in place of a USB dongle. Similar to the “HL-Net 

key’s Sentinel Sector” option, you can customize and monitor the network-key connection 

through a web browser.  Software keys work well on virtual servers that do not have USB 

ports.  We charge an extra fee for SL keys.  (Note: Software keys are less secure than 

hardware keys.  We reserve the right to not offer SL keys to users in certain parts of the world 

where we are concerned with the risk of software piracy.) 
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